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Abstract 
Radford, D.E. and J. Towber, Yetter-Drinfel’d categories associated to an arbitrary bialgebra. 
Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 87 (1993) 259-279. 
Various prebraided monoidal categories associated to a bialgebra over a commutative ring are 
studied and their relationships at various levels are examined. Generalizations of braided 
bialgebras are described and prebraided monoidal categories are associated with them. Three 
formally different braided monoidal categories can always be associated with any bialgebra over 
a commutative ring. These are not necessarily the same. 
1. Introduction 
Braided categories have been found to underlie many applications of quantum 
groups, especially to low-dimensional topology and to conformal field theory. 
Such braided categories first arose as categories of modules over special Hopf 
algebras constructed by Faddeev, Reshetikhin and Takhtajan. Later, Drinfel’d 
gave a more general construction via the celebrated Drinfel’d double of a 
finite-dimensional Hopf algebra. (There seem to be difficulties, if we wish to drop 
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the hypothesis that A is finite-dimensional. Much of the existing literature leaves 
unexamined the topological ramifications involved in this matter.) 
The present paper attempts to study Yetter’s category construction, along lines 
which will be discussed below. We note that (although this fact is not explicitly 
spelled out in Yetter’s paper) Yetter’s categories seem to include all those 
mentioned above: 
(1) Majid, in his paper [12] cites [18] and shows that if A is a finite-dimensional 
Hopf algebra, the braided category constructed from A by Drinfel’d’s double 
construction (suitably redefined) indeed coincides with one of Yetter’s categories. 
(2) In [8] it is proved that the FRT constructions are a special case of the 
category of comodules over braided bialgebras A, defined in [8, Definition 2.21 
which are there proved to be prebraided categories (and braided if A is a Hopf 
algebra) [8, Theorem 2.71. In the present paper we show this is also a special case 
of Yetter’s construction. 
(3) Results which imply the equivalence between the FRT categories and the 
appropriate special cases of Yetter’s construction are established (independently 
of (2)) in [14]. 
We shall refer to the category constructed by Yetter (together with prebraiding 
structure) over the base bialgebra A as the Yetter-Drinfel’d category ~C!B = 
A S9. (In Yetter’s notation this is denoted by A-cbm; Yetter shows this category 
has a natural prebraiding, which is a braiding if Acop is a Hopf algebra.) 
In this paper we study the category :?E!Z and its formal variations, notably 
.$QJAR, and focus on invertibility questions pertaining to the prebraiding maps 
(T~,,~ defined for .9Yg’4 which are analogs of the sX.y defined in (181. We are 
particularly interested in the case when M and N are finite-dimensional. 
We can always associate braided categories with a bialgebra by Theorem 11. 
These are full sub-prebraided categories of A 99 A which are roughly analogous to 
the left invertible elements, the right invertible elements and invertible elements 
respectively of a semigroup. Generally these subcategories are different. 
The paper is organized as follows. We review basic facts about coalgebras and 
the Yang-Baxter equation in Section 2. In Section 3 we review the notion of 
Yetter-Drinfel’d structure, describe its left-right variations and give examples of 
where they arise. 
In Section 4 we generalize the concept of braided bialgebra as defined in [8] to 
the notion of weakly braided bialgebra A and show that every left A-comodule 
has in a natural way a Yetter-Drinfel’d structure. We also show that not all 
Yetter-Drinfel’d structures over A arise in this way. 
In Section 5 we define the concept of left (right) invertible Yetter-Drinfel’d 
structure, and construct a braided structure on the full subcategories constituted 
by the left invertible, right invertible and invertible objects respectively. In 
Section 6 we show that :99 has two natural prebraiding structures and relate 
them. 
Finally, in Section 7 we construct a number of counterexamples, and study the 
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question of when the prebraiding map 
a,,,,,,: M@N+N@M 
is invertible (when M and N are finite-dimensional). 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper k is a commutative ring with unity. The tensor product 
of k-modules is taken over the ground ring k. For k-modules U and V, we define 
T ~,,:U~V~V~UbyT,~,(u~u)=u~uforuEUanduEV. 
Suppose that (C, A, E) is a coalgebra over k. Then g E C is said to be a 
grouplike element if A(g) = g @ g and I = 1. The set of grouplike elements of 
C is denoted by G(C). The linear dual C” = Hom,(C, k) of C is an algebra, with 
multiplication given by f* g(c) = c f(c(, ))g(cczj) for f,g E C” and c E C and 
unity E. 
Now suppose that (M, p) is a C-comodule. For m E M we modify the 
Heyneman-Sweedler notation for expressing p(m) by writing p(m) = 
z 
rn(,) @ m(z) E M @ C when M is a right C-comodule, and p(m) = 
?I, @M(Z) E C @ M when M is a left C-comodule. We will be dealing with 
complicated expressions involving several kinds of products and coproducts. We 
assume throughout this paper that all other operators take precedence over tensor 
product. 
The ‘opposite’ coalgebra Ccop is C as a k-module with comultiplication given by 
Acop = C cc,) @cc,) for c E C, where we write A(c) = c cc,) @ cc*). If A is an 
algebra over k, then the ‘opposite’ algebra A”P is A as a k-module with 
multiplication defined by a . b = ba for a,b E A. The reader should note that 
when A is a bialgebra Acop and A”‘, and hence Acopop, are bialgebras. 
We will need to make use of ‘opposite’ actions in Section 3. Suppose that C is a 
coalgebra over k, and that (M, p) is a left (respectively right) C-module. Then 
‘c”> p =Op) 
is a right (respectively left) CcoP-comodule where am”” = 
rn(,) @ rn(,) (respectively p’““(m) = c m(T) @m(,)) for m E M. Now let A be 
an algebra over k, and suppose that (M, .) is a left (respectively right) A-module. 
IS a right (respectively left) A”P-module, where m .“’ a = a. m Fe; (ty, 1;‘: . 
res ec ive .Op m = m. a) for m E M and a E A. We recommend [15] for a 
discussion of and basic results for coalgebras, bialgebras and Hopf algebras. 
Now let A be a bialgebra over k. Let M be a right A-comodule and N be a left 
A-module. Define vM.N : M @ N+ N 63 M by 
for m E M and n E N. 
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Lemma 1. Suppose that A is a Hopf algebra with antipode s over a commutative 
ring k. Let M be a right A-comodule and let N be a left A-module. Then w~,,~ is an 
invertible k-linear map. 
Proof. The lemma is very similar to the technical part of 118, Theorem 7.21. We 
give a different argument, following the proof of part (a) of [14, Proposition 21. 
Define 7M.N : N~3~M~Nb~7~,~(n~m)=Cm(,)~s(rn(,,).nfornEN 
and m E M. Observe that 
=Cm(,),,)~~s(m(,,~,,).(m,~,.n) 
=Cmw ~(S(m(,)(,,)m,,,,,,). n 
=Cm(,)@4m,,,>n 
=m@n, 
and likewise (~~,,,07,~,,~(n C3 m) = n ($3 m. U 
Definition. Let V be a k-module. A k-linear map R : V @ V+ V 63 V is said to 
satisfy the Yang-Baxter condition if 
(R~ll.)“(l,~R)o(R~ll,,)= (l,~RR)~(R~l,,)~(1,,~R), (2) 
Remark. The classical example of an operator which satisfies (2) is 
T, = T,,,, : V@V+ V@V. 
While some authors 18, 171 prefer the formulation (2), others [2,3,7] refer to 
the condition 
as the Yang-Baxter condition, where R,, = R@31,, R,, = 1, @R and R,, = 
(1, C9 T,) 0 (R @ IV) 0 (1, @ T,). The choice of convention in this matter is simply 
a matter of convenience, since R is a solution to one if and only if RCJ T,, (or 
equivalently T, 0 R) is a solution to the other. See (8, Remark 4.31 for a more 
detailed discussion of this equivalence. Note also that if R satisfies (2) so does 
T, 0 R 0 T,. In the present paper we prefer (2) to (3) since (2) seems more 
directly related to braided structures which will here be studied. 
Yet&r-Drinfel’d categories 
Some readers will be more familiar with (2) in the form 
R,2°Rz30R,z = Rz3°R,zoRZ3. 
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(4) 
3. Yetter-Drinfel’d structures 
Throughout this section, we assume that k is a commutative ring and A is a 
bialgebra over k. 
Suppose that M simultaneously has a left A-module structure (M, .) and a left 
A-comodule structure (M, p). Then (M, . , p) is called a left Hopf module [15] if 
the two structures are compatible in the sense that 
for all a E A and m E M. In this paper we are concerned with a very different 
compatibility condition. 
Definition 2. A left-left Yetter-Drinfel’d structure over A is a triple (M, ., p). 
where (M, a) is a left A-module and (M, p) is a left A-comodule such that the 
compatibility condition 
is satisfied for all a E A and m E M. 
These structures are the objects of a category, which we shall denote by i 99, 
whose morphisms f : (M, . , p)+ (M, .‘, p’) are mapsf : M+ M’ which are simul- 
taneously module and comodule maps. 
Proposition 3. Suppose that (M, ., p) is a left-left Yetter-Drinfel’d structure over 
A. Then the operator R, :M@M+M@Mdejinedby 
R.~(m~n)=Cm,,,.n~~m(2) 
satisfies the Yang-Baxter condition. If Acop is a Hopf algebra, then R, is 
invertible. 
Proof. For a diagrammatic proof see (181. Let l,m,n E M. An immediate calcula- 
tion gives 
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and 
Thus R,,, satisfies the Yang-Baxter condition. If Acop is a Hopf algebra, then R, 
is invertible by [18, Theorem 7.21. This concludes the proof. q 
Remark 4. If M is a finitely generated free k-module, then Proposition 2 accounts 
for all R : M C3 M- M 63 M satisfying the Yang-Baxter condition in the following 
sense: M has a left-left Yetter-Drinfel’d structure over the bialgebra 
A(R 0 TM)C”P such that R = R,,, [7, Proposition 3.3.11. 
There are three obvious variations on Definition 2, pairing left or right module 
structures with left or right comodule structures. Thus we are led to three other 
categories (in the following a E A and m E M): the category A 99 * of left-right 
Yetter-Drinfel’d structures (M, ., p), where (M, .) is a left A-module and (M, p) 
is a right A-comodule satisfying 
the category *3QA of right-left Yetter-Drinfel’d structures (M, ., p), where 
(M, .) is a right A-module and (M, p) is a left A-comodule satisfying 
the category ??@J~ of right-right Yetter-Drinfel’d structures (M, . , p), where 
(M, .) is a right A-module and (M, p) is a right A-comodule satisfying 
These four types of Yetter-Drinfel’d structures are equivalent in the formal 
sense that for any bialgebra A 
where B = Acop, C = A”p and D = Acopop. 
Remark 5. For a given bialgebra A, it is not clear how tS9, A59’, “WI, and 
992 are related on other levels. 
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We can say, however, that when A has bijective antipode s, they are the same 
categories. Note that s is an algebra and a coalgebra anti-endomorphism (see [1.5, 
Proposition 4.0.1)). For a right A-comodule (M, p), let (M, P,~) denote the left 
A-comodule structure on M derived from (M, p) by p,(nz) = c ~(rn(~)) @ m(,) for 
m E M. For a right A-module (M, .), let (M, .,y-I) denote the left A-module 
structure on M derived from (M, .) by a .,,-, m = m .~-‘(a) for a E A and 
m E M. For left comodules and modules we use the same notation for the 
analogous right objects. 
Proposition 6. Suppose that A is a bialgebra with bijective antipode s over a 
commutative ring k. Then: 
(a) (M, ., P) ++ (M, ..%- I, p,) and f-f describes categorical isomorphisms 
(b) (M, ., P> H CM, .1 P,> and f-f d escribes a categorical isomorphism 
/!@lA=;Wl. 
Proof. Part (a) follows by [7, Proposition 4.5.11. To see part (b), first assume that 
(M, ., p) is an object of A 9XBAA. The calculation 
for all a E A and m E M shows that (M, ., p,) is an object of ~99. The 
remaining details of the proof of part (b) are left to the reader. q 
Remark 7. Let A be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over a field k. Suppose 
D(A) is the Drinfel’d double of A as defined in [2] and D’(A) is the Drinfel’d 
double of A as defined by Majid in [12]. Majid notes that I@ S : D’(A) -+ D(A) is 
a Hopf algebra isomorphism, where S is the antipode of A*. He shows that there 
is a categorical isomorphism 
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By [14, Proposition 2.4) it follows that there is a categorical isomorphism 
The objects of A ‘i3/9 A are called left quantum Yang-Baxter A-modules in [7, 141, 
and the category .S%?” is the category ,,?I/% of [7]. 
4. Right, left weakly braided bialgebras 
In [lo, Section 21 braided bialgebras over a commutative ring k are defined and 
studied, particularly from the point of view of the category of their right 
comodules. We show in Proposition 8 that the right A-comodules of a braided 
bialgebra A have a natural left A-module structure which makes them objects of 
* 59 A, and we show in Proposition 9 that the left A-comodules have a natural left 
A-module structure which makes them objects of z?M. Propositions 8 and 9 are 
true for more extensive classes of bialgebras. 
Let A be a bialgebra over k, and suppose that ( / ) : A X A-+ k is a k-bilinear 
form. We say that ( ( ) t IS a weak braiding structure on A, or that the pair 
(A, ( 1 )) is a weakly braided biafgebra if 
(WBl) c ~%,lb&~2)a(2) = c %,b,,,(%,lb,*,) 3 
W32) (all> = .5(a) 1 
(WB3) (Alec) = c (a&) (a&) 1 
(WB4) (11~) = E(a), 
(WB5) (able> = c (alc~2,>(blc~,,) 
hold for all a,b,c E A. By [S, Theorem 2.71 it follows that (A, ( ) )) is a braided 
bialgebra if and only if (WBl)-(WBS) are satisfied and ( ) ) is invertible. If 
(WBl)-(WB3) are satisfied we say that ( 1 ) 1s a right weak braiding structure on 
A, or that the pair (A, ( ( )) IS a right weakly braided bialgebra. 
Conditions (WB2)-( WB5) have a natural formulation in terms of algebra 
homomorphisms. Let p = ( 1 ) and define p, ,p, : A --$ A” by /3,(a)(b) = 
P(a, b) = P,(b)(a) f or a,b E A. Then (WB2) and (WB3) are satisfied if and only 
if /3, : A - A” is an algebra homomorphism. Likewise (WB4) and (WB5) are 
satisfied if and only if /3, : A- A- *“p is an algebra homomorphism. 
A weakly braided bialgebra is not necessarily braided. For example, let 
S = (1, e} be the two-element semigroup for which 1 is the identity element and 
e2 = e. Then the semigroup algebra A = k[S] of S over k has a weak braiding 
structure ( 1 ) determined by (ele) = 0 which is not a braiding structure by [S, 
Theorem 2.51. 
The right comodules of a right weakly braided bialgebra A have a natural left 
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A-module structure which makes them objects of A C!IYg A. Let (A, ( 1 )) be a right 
weakly braided bialgebra, and suppose that (M, p) is a right A-comodule. Then 
M has a (rational) left A*-module structure defined by a” . m = c mC,)u*(mC,,) 
for n” E A” and m E M. Thus M has a left A-module structure by pull-back along 
the algebra homomorphism p, . The action is described by a . m = c rn( ,) ( mC,,la) 
for a E A and m E M. The category of right A-modules may be regarded as a 
subcategory of n 9!3A. This assertion is justified for the most part by the next 
proposition. 
Proposition 8. Suppose that (A, ( 1 )) 1s a right weakly braided bialgebru over a 
commutative ring k. Let (M, p) be a right A-comodule and let a ’ m = 
c m(l) ( mC,,lu) for a E A and m E M. Then: 
(a) (M, .) is a left A-module. 
(b) (M, I, p) is un object of A SgA. 
Proof. We need only show part (b). To do this we calculate 
and 
for all a E A and m E M. Therefore part (b) follows by (WBl). This concludes 
our proof. 0 
Proposition 8 has an analog for left comodules of a left weakly braided 
bialgebra. Let A be a bialgebra over k, and suppose that ( ) ) : A X A-+ k is a 
k-bilinear form. We say that (A, ( ( )) . 1s a e t weakly braided bialgebra if (WBI ), 1 f 
(WB4) and (WB5) are satisfied. 
Suppose that (A, ( 1 )) is a left weakly braided bialgebra over k, and let (M, p> 
be a left A-comodule. Then M has a (rational) right A*-module structure defined 
by m. a* = c a*(mc,,)ml,) for m E M and a E A*. Therefore, M has a left 
A-module structure by pull-back along the algebra anti-homomorphism p,, which 
is thus described by u.m = C (a(m(,))m(,) for a E A and m E M. The category 
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of left A-comodules can be regarded as a subcategory of iCE2. This fact is 
established in part by the following analog of Proposition 8, the proof of which is 
left to the reader. 
Proposition 9. Suppose that (A, ( ( )) IS a left weakly braided bialgebra over a 
commutative ring k. Let (M, p) be a left A-comodule and let a. m = 
c (a(m(,))m,,) for a E A and m E M. Then: 
(a) (M, .) is a left A-module, 
(b) (M, ., p) is an object of ~C!E@. 0 
Let (A ( 1)) b e a right (respectively left) weakly braided bialgebra over a field 
k, and suppose that (M, p) is a right (respectively left) A-comodule. Regard 
(M, ., p) as the object of .WJ’ (respectively “, C!&J ) described in Proposition 8 
(respectively Proposition 9). Then (M, .) is locally finite; that is, every finite- 
dimensional subspace of M is contained in a finite-dimensional sub-(co)module of 
M, which is therefore an object of n WI * (respectively : X2 ). 
Generally the module structure of objects of A $52 A or “, D?&2 is not locally finite. 
For there are ways of turning A into an object of +, W%‘, where A is a Hopf 
algebra with bijective antipode s over a field, and the module action is multiplica- 
tion [7, Section 81. Noting that i S9 = ,ACC,p 2E2 A”‘I’, and that SC’ is the antipode of 
Acop, we see that the following holds: 
Proposition 10, Suppose that A is a Hopf algebra with bijective antipode s over a 
field k. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) The module structure of all objects M of 2 949 is locally finite. 
(b) The module structure of all objects M of ,., 39 A is locally finite. 
(c) A is jmite-dimensional. q 
5. A monoidal structure on A C!?C?8* and certain subcategories 
Let A be a bialgebra over k, and suppose that L, M and N are objects of 
n ?MAA. Then by part (b) of [7, Proposition 4.3.11, for example, it follows that 
M 63 N is an object of A 5aA, where 
and 
for all a E A, m E M and n E N. Note the ‘twist’ in the definition of the module 
action on M 63 N. 
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Let I = k. Applying [18, Theorem 5.21 to A CVgA = ,$:“,:‘:,“,CVB, it follows that 
(, XB*“, 63, I, cy, p, A) is a monoidal category [4, Section 11, a. 1 = &(a)1 for a E A 
and p(l) = 1@ 1, and (Y~,~,,, : (L@M)@NNLL((M@N), pL : L@IgL and 
A, : I@ L z L are the natural isomorphisms of the underlying k-modules, which 
are isomorphisms in the category A 3Bn. Note that a,., defined by 
u,,,(m @ n) = C mc2) . n @am(,) 
for m E M and n E N corresponds under the isomorphism A C!E3 n = ::I:,” %B to 




follow directly from definitions by evaluation on I@ m 63 n, where 1 E L, m E M 
and n E N. 
Let M be an object of A X3?*. We say that M is left invertible (respectively right 
invertible) if aM,N (respectively a,,,, ) is an invertible k-linear map for all objects 
N of A 5X@“. We say that M is invertible if M is both left and right invertible. Note 
that the tensor product of left invertible objects of A SGB * is left invertible by (lo), 
and that the tensor product of right invertible objects is right invertible by (9). 
Therefore the tensor product of invertible objects is invertible. 
Any k-module V supports an invertible structure. For the module and co- 
module structures on V defined by 
a. u = E(U)U and p(u) = u @ 1 
respectively for a E A and u E V give V the structure of an object of A %3” such 
that a,,, = T,,,, and a&, V = T,,, for objects M of ,, %3”. We call (V, ., p) a 
trivial object. 
We let (, 9E3A)4 (respectively (A C!E3”)“, (A “YB”)‘) denote the full subcate- 
gory of A 3219” whose objects are left invertible (respectively right invertible, 
invertible) objects of A %B”. Left invertible does not imply right invertible, and 
right invertible does not imply left invertible either as we will see by example in 
Section 7. Thus these categories are different in general. If A is a Hopf algebra, 
then all are identical and are equal to A “39 * by Lemma 1. 
Let % denote any of these full subcategories. It is easy to see that k is an object 
of %. We have observed that Ce is closed under tensor product. In particular 
(%, C3, I, p, h) is a monoidal category, where cy, p and h are defined as above on 
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objects of %. Observe that % is closed under (finite) direct sums. If k is a field, 
then L and M/L are objects of % whenever L is a subobject of an object M of %. 
6. Braiding structures on certain subcategories of a%3A 
Throughout this section A is a bialgebra over k. Let % be any one of the 
categories (.GYsA)a, (.?!/a”)” and (.$W”)‘, and suppose that L, M and N are 
objects of 5%. In this section we discuss two braiding structures on %, using [7, 
Proposition 4.3.11 and following [Ml. 
By [18, Theorem 5.21 applied to A WA = 2:::; C?@J it follows that the family of 
c~,,,,,‘s gives the monoidal category (%, @, I, (Y, p, A) a prebraiding structure 
[4,6]. That is to say 
(Bl) ~I%~.!%’ : M 63 N + N 63 M is a morphism in A ?Y9.‘*, and 
(B2) equations (9) and (10) hold. 
The hexagonal identities reduce to the equations (9) and (10). This prebraiding 
structure is a braiding structure since 
(B3) a,,, is an invertible k-linear map 
by definition. 
Theorem 11. Suppose that A is a bialgebra over a commutative ring k. Let %’ be 
any of the categories (A W.3A)a, (, ??@JA)D and (A X3”)‘. Then the maps (TV,,, 
defined by (1) f or objects M, N of (67 determine a braiding structure on the 
monoidal category (%, @, I, (Y, p, A). ii 
For the sake of completeness, we give a short argument here for (Bl). A 
diagrammatic proof is found in [18]. 
To show (Bl) we show that (TV,,, is a left module and a right comodule map for 
objects M, N of n ?YB*. Suppose that m E M and n E N. Since 
uM.da . (m @ n>) 
= uM.N i c Q(2) *mC3aa(,,.n 1 
= C (a(2) . dc2,. (a(,, . n)@(q2,. m)(,) 
= C ((ac2,. m)(,)a(,,)-n~(a(21.m)~,) 
=Ca(2).(m(2).n)~aa(,).mi,) 
= a * (u.h4.N(m @ n>) , 
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it follows that a,., is a module map. Since 
it follows that c,~,,~, is a comodule map 0. 
Let R : M @3 M + M @ M be a solution to the quantum Yang-Baxter equation, 
where M is a finite-dimensional free k-module. Applying Theorem 11 to 
A(X)?EV) we see there are three braided monoidal categories naturally associ- 
ated to R. 
More generally, we make the definition of left invertible, right invertible, and 
invertible for any prebraided category % [IS, Definition 1.121. The subcategories 
VZeo, % <1 and Ce l are braided full subcategories. 
When A has an antipode, the prebraiding structure on ,, C?E?JA determined by 
the flM,,V ‘s is a braiding structure by Lemma 1. When Acop is a Hopf algebra, the 
prebraiding structure on : 99 determined by the s,~,,,‘s is a braiding structure by 
[lS, Theorem 7.21. For a particular bialgebra, whether or nor these prebraiding 
structures are both braiding structures or neither are is an interesting question. It 
can be the case that A is a Hopf algebra but Acop is not [16]. 
The prebraiding morphisms .s~,~ defined in [18] for tS9 induce prebraiding 
structures on A 99 A, A99, and 992, respectively, under the identifications 
;99 = ,$V9AA, :: 99 = ACV9, and i 99 = 992, where B = Acop, C = Ai'p and 
D = A”!’ co,‘, The categorical isomorphisms of part (a) of Proposition 6 preserve 
the prebraiding structures, whereas the isomorphism of part (b) generally does 
not. 
There is a second way of turning the tensor product of two objects M and N of 
A 99JA into an object in n ?!@I~, which is derived from [7, Proposition 4.3.11; 
namely by defining 
and 
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for a E A, m E M and n E N. Note the ‘twist’ in the definition of the comodule 
structure on M @ N. With this notion of @ we can put a second monoidal 
structure on A 99 A, using the I, a, p and A defined in Section 5. The k-linear 
maps uM..w : M@N+ NC3M defined by 
a,~.,~(m~~)=Cn(,)~~no,.m 
for m E M and n E N satisfy (Bl) and (B2), and thus give a prebraiding structure 
to A 99 n, and hence a braiding structure to the analogs of (n 99 A)D, (n 99 A)” 
and (A 99A)‘. Note that u and v are related by a ‘double twist’: 
Let k be a field and M, N be finite-dimensional objects of A~9‘4. Then both 
fl,V,R! and U,V.,V are manifestations of the same formula as we now show. Let A” be 
the dual bialgebra. Then M has a right A”-comodule structure (M, p”) such that 
a . m = (I C3 a)( p”(m)) for all a E A and m E M. The right A-comodule action of 
A on M induces a left A”-module structure on M defined by uO* m = 
c m< 1 )QW(2,) for a0 E A” and m E M. Let M denote the ambient vector space of 
M with these A”-structures. 
Proposition 12. Suppose that A is a bialgebra over a field k. Let M, N be objects of 
A 99 A and M, N be defined as above. Then: 
(a) M, N are objects of z,.S9 ‘O, 
(b) U>+,.h’ = vM.h’. 
Proof. Part (a) is part (a) of [7, Theorem 7.31. Part (b) follows by the calculations 
of part (b) of the same. 0 
Suppose that A is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over a field k, and let 
(D(A), 93) be the Drinfel’d double as defined in [2]. Write %! = C !?iZ2(‘) @ $!“) E 
ABA and let M, N be left D(A)-modules. Then the map(s) 
9? .:M~N~N~Mdefinedby~~,,(m~n)=~~““~n~~”’~mformE 
MM&d n E N give nCAI.kI the structure of a braided monoidal category. By [13, 
Theorem l] there is a categorical isomorphism r,CAj& = A99A under which s2,,, 
and G N correspond. The reader should also see [12] at this point. 
The i,,,‘s and (T~,~’ s are intertwined by braid relations. More generally, we 
have the following: 
Proposition 13. Suppose that R : V @V -+ V C3 V is a solution to (4), where V is a 
module over a commutative ring k. Set L = T, 0 R 0 T,. Then L is a solution to (4) 
and 
(a) RX o L,, D Rz3 = L,, o Rz o L,, and Lz3 0 R,, 0 L,, = R,, 0 L,, 0 R,,, 
(b) RI3 a L,, o R,, = L,, o R,, o L,, and L,, 0 R,, 0 L1, = R,, 0 L,, 0 R,?. 
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Proof. We have noted that L is a solution to (4). Let U,U E V. We adapt the 
Heyneman-Sweedler notation for coalgebras and express the sum R(u@ u) 
formally as R(u @ u) = c u(,) @ uCz). Observe that L(u @ u) = c uc2) @ u(,). In 
this notation (4) has the unambiguous formulation 
c, 91) @ql)(z)m @ W(?)(Z) = c U(l)(l) @ U(2)(1)(2) @ W(2) (11) 
for U,U,W E V, 
Since R = T, Q L 0 TL, we need only establish the first two equations of parts (a) 
and (b). Now let u,u,w E V. The equation Rz3 0 L,, 0 R,, = L,, 0 RZ3 0 L,, follows 
from the calculations 
and 
The equation R,, 0 L,20 R,, = L,, 0 R,,o L,, follows in the same manner. 0 
7. Invertibility of a,,, when M and N are finite-dimensional 
Let A be a bialgebra over a field k. In this section consider the question of 
when c,,,, N is invertible for finite-dimensional objects M and N of A 9BA. In 
Theorem ‘16 we find sufficient conditions in terms of A. We find necessary and 
sufficient conditions terms of finite-dimensional simple objects of A 99” in 
Proposition 18. We also construct several examples, including one which shows 
that the categories (,C?&)“, (A9EBA)a and (,%B”)’ are different in general. 
Our first example, which is quite simple, will be used in the proof of Theorem 
16. 
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Example 14. Let A be any cocommutative bialgebra over k and suppose that 
g E G(A) and is central. Then any left A-module (M, .) is the module structure of 
an object (M, ., p) of .99’, where p is defined by p(m) = m @g for all m E M. 
If A is a Hopf algebra, then ~,~,~v is an invertible linear map by Lemma 1. Our 
second example shows that A need not be a Hopf algebra in order that gM,,V be 
invertible for all finite-dimensional M, N. 
Suppose that g E G(A) and set M’ = {m E M ) p(m) = m 8 g}. Then M” is a 
subcomodule of (M, p). Since distinct grouplike elements of a coalgebra over a 
field form a linearly independent set by part (b) of [15, Proposition 3.2. I], it 
follows that the sum Cz,c;(,z) M” is direct. When A is spanned by grouplike 
elements it follows that M = @ REc;CA) M” by the same result. 
Observe that 
for n E N and m E M”, where r : A-+ End,(N) is the representation afforded by 
the left A-module structure on N. 
Example 15. Let k be a field and A = k{x, y} l(xy - 1) be the quotient of the free 
k-algebra on x and y modulo the ideal generated by my - 1. Then A has a unique 
bialgebra structure such that x and y are grouplike elements. ~r,,,.,~ is invertible for 
all finite-dimensional objects of A 9% A, but A is not a Hopf algebra. 
To see this, let A be the bialgebra of Example 15, and suppose that M and N 
are finite-dimensional objects of A 99 A. Then M = @I.Fc;CA) M’ since the coalge- 
bra A is spanned by grouplike elements. Let QT : A -+ End,(N) be the representa- 
tion afforded by the module structure on N. Then n(x) 0 z-(y) = I, which means 
that rr(x) and r(y) are invertible. Thus rr( g) is invertible for g E G(A). There- 
fore, (rM,,v is invertible by (12). But A is not a Hopf algebra since the grouplike 
element x is not invertible. 
If, however, A is a finitely generated commutative cocommutative bialgebra 
over a field, then we have the following result: 
Theorem 16. Suppose that A is a commutative cocommutative bialgebra over a 
field k. Suppose further thut A is finitely generated as an algebra. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) A is a Hopf algebra. 
(b) ~~~~~ is invertible for all finite-dimensional objects M and N of n 99 n. 
(c) a,,, is invertible for all jinite-dimensional objects M of +, %2 A. 
Proof. In light of Lemma 1 we need only show that part (c) implies part (a). By 
[16, Corollary 691 we need only show that grouplike elements of A are invertible. 
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Assume the hypothesis of part (c). Let g E G(A) be fixed, and let (M, .) be a 
left A-module. We note that A4 has the structure of an object (M, ., p) of A $9’ 
by Example 14, where p(m) = m @g for m E M. Let 7~ : A+ End,(M) be the 
representation afforded by (M, .). Then by (12) we see that 7~( g) is invertible 
when M is finite-dimensional. 
Suppose that g is not invertible. Then g is contained in a maximal idea1 I of A. 
Now M = A 11 is a field which is finitely generated as a k-algebra. Therefore, M is 
a finite-dimensional vector space over k by the Weak Nullstellensatz [5,0.3]. This 
means that I = A, a contradiction. Hence g is invertible, and the theorem is 
proved. 0 
Since sub-bialgebras of commutative cocommutative Hopf algebras are not 
necessarily sub-Hopf algebras (for example the semigroup algebra k[N] of the 
group algebra k[Z]), by Theorem 16 the property that a,., is invertible for all 
finite-dimensional objects M, N of ,q 99” is not hereditary. 
Let M, N be finite-dimensional objects of *99*. It can be the case that uM,,, is 
invertible whenever M, N are cosemisimple (meaning they are the sum of their 
simple subcomodules), but generally uM,,, is not invertible. 
Example 17. Let A be the algebra over a field k generated by symbols g and x 
subject to the relations 
gx = -xg and x2 = 0 
Then A has a unique bialgebra structure determined by 
A(g)=g@g, F(g)=1 > 
A(x)=x@g++@x, &(X) = 0. 
Let M, N be finite-dimensional objects of A GB*. Then aM,N is invertible when- 
ever M and N are cosemisimple, but uM,M is not invertible for some 2-dimensional 
object M of A ?!@*. 
To verify the assertions of Example 17, we first establish that the simple 
subcoalgebras of A are kg’ for I> 0. To do this, we note that the simple 
subcoalgebras of C = sp(l, g, x) are kl and kg. Let C, be the nth term of the 
coradical filtration of C. Then C,, = sp(l, g), and C,,, = ~,,+...+,,,85n Cjl. *. Ci,tZ 
defines a filtration of A, since C generates A as an algebra. Therefore, A,, c CcoJ 
by [15, Proposition 11.1.11, and hence A, = Cccl). It now follows that the simple 
subcoalgebras of A are kg’ for I?-0 by part (a) of [1.5, Proposition 8.0.31. 
Let M and N be objects of A 9&J*, and suppose that rr : A* End,(N) is the 
representation afforded by the module structure on N. Note (6) can be expressed 
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where the rows are exact and the vertical arrows are the maps u~,~, cM,N and 
mMIL,N respectively. Therefore, if urI.,N and gM,I,.N are bijective then a,,, is 
bijective. 
Now suppose that L is a subobject of N. Then the projection rr : N+ N/L and 
the inclusion L : L-+ N are module maps. By a similar argument it follows that 
oM.N is bijective if u,+,,~ and u~,~,,._ are. Therefore, part (b) implies part (a) by 
induction on dim M + dim N, and the proof is complete. q 
If (T,,, M and (T~,~ are invertible, then it may not be the case that u,,,,~~,~@~, is 
invertible. We leave the details of the following example, which are easily 
verified, to the reader. 
Example 19. Let A be a bialgebra over a field k and suppose x,y E G(A). 
Suppose that M, N are finite-dimensional non-zero objects of A C!19JA such that 
M" = x. M = M and N” = y. N = N. If y. M = (0) or X. N = (0) then a,,,, and 
crN,N are invertible but a,~,,,,~, = 0. 
The braided categories (n 39 A)D, (A 99 A)a and (A %3’)’ are not the same in 
general. Suppose that S is a commutative semigroup and let A = k[S] be the 
semigroup algebra of S over a field k. Recall that any left A-module (M, .) can be 
turned into an object of n 99* by defining p(M) = M (253 h for any fixed h E 
G(A) = S. Let M, N be objects of AC!Y9”, and write M = @,,,y M". Then 
a,,,(M' @ N) C g . N C3 M". Therefore, M is left invertible if and only if left 
multiplication g * : N+ N is invertible for all g E S such that M' f (0). Likewise 
M right invertible if and only if h - : M + M is invertible for all h E S. 
Example 20. Let S = { 1, e} be the semigroup with two elements, where 1 is the 
neutral element and e is an idempotent, and let A = k[S] be the bialgebra 
described above. Now let M be a one-dimensional left A-module with basis m. 
Then e. rn = 0 and p(m) = m @ 1 give M the structure of a left invertible object of 
A 59 * which is not right invertible. Likewise e. m = m and p(m) = m @ e give M 
the structure of a right invertible object of A 9&I* which is not left invertible. 
Our next example has an interesting asymmetry with respect to invertibility. 
Example 21. Let A be the bialgebra of Example 17, and let M = km be a 
one-dimensional vector space over the field k. Then (M, -, p) is an object of 
,, 35% *, where 
g.m=m, x-m=0 and p(m)=mC9g2. 
Observe that a. m = ~(a), for all a E A. Therefore, (TV,,, = T,,,, is invertible for 
any object N in A 9/BA”. Hence M is right invertible. There exists a 2-dimensional 
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object N in A $9” such that g. N = (0) by Example 17. In this case a,,, = 0. 
Therefore, M is not left invertible. However all left invertible objects of ~?GJ* 
are trivial, hence invertible. 
We establish the assertions of the last sentence and leave the remaining details 
of the example to the reader. Suppose that M, N are objects of A 99 ‘, where A is 
any bialgebra over a field k. Suppose further that M is left invertible and that N is 
finite-dimensional. If L is a finite-dimensional subcomodule of M, it is easy to see 
that ul..N is invertible, and hence c~~,,,~ is invertible for any subcomodule I of L. 
Take I to be maximal and suppose that A is the bialgebra of Example 21. Then 
p(LlZ) = LlI@ h for some lz E G(A) since Lll is simple. Taking N to be a 
two-dimensional object of A %?‘l such that g. N = (0), we deduce that h = 1. 
Since A has no non-zero primitive elements, we conclude by a simple induction 
that p(L) = L C3 1. Therefore, p(M) = M C3 1. By (13) we calculate g. m = m and 
x.m=O for all mEM. Therefore, a.m=&(u)m and p(m)=m@l for all 
m E M. Therefore (M, *, p) is a trivial object, which means that it is invertible. 
Finding necessary and sufficient conditions on a bialgebra A such that u,~.~, is 
invertible for all finite-dimensional objects M, N of A 4y9!” remains an open 
question. A question for further investigation is whether CT,~,,,, invertible for all 
objects M, N of ,, 99>” is enough to force A to be a Hopf algebra. 
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